Rapyd for Online
Trading Platforms
Turbo-charge growth. Expand services. Improve
experiences. Hit the ground running in new markets.

Rapyd: The Growth Engine for the Next Generation of Investment Platform
Online trading platforms are the new powerhouses of investment. Many have grown fast in the last two years but
there are still opportunities to get bigger – especially in emerging economies. To take advantage, payments should
be forming a large part of your growth strategy.
At Rapyd, we provide cross-border payments and payouts that turbo-charge growth – launch fast in new markets
and attract millions of new customers with a single API.

How Rapyd Helps Online Trading Platforms
Transparency
Our detailed ledgers provide visibility into every
transaction including the sender and receiver of
funds, currencies, foreign exchange fees and more.
Experiences
Empower more customers, even the unbanked, to
deposit and cash out funds in their local currency
– with hundreds of different payment methods
supported by the Rapyd Global Payments Network.
Payments & Payouts
We help eliminate wire transfers and can offer better
foreign exchange fees – lowering costs for you and
your customers. Using our multi-currency virtual
accounts, you get fast cross-border payments and
payouts – streamlined.

Key Benefits
Accept Payments in 100+
countries and send payouts
to 190+ countries.
Support local currencies
with lower FX rates
Instant access to funds
supports real-time trading
Rapyd Virtual Accounts
improves cash liquidity and
operational speed
Manage and monitor all
account activity through the
intuitive Rapyd Client Portal
Rapyd clients see an average
196% ROI in the first year
and spend 70% less time
managing payments

“Once we offer local payment
methods in a market, we see an
increase in transactions because
our platform is more accessible. This
increases customer satisfaction,
which leads to increased trading,
referrals and deposits.”
Lex Van Lynden,
Head of Marketing at Gotrade

Contact us to arrange
your demo of Rapyd
Email Enterprise_Sales@Rapyd.net
Or visit Rapyd.net

